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SUMMARY 

Tests have been made of two airplane models having trapezoidal 
wings of aspect ratio 2.and taper ratios of 0.33 and 0.20. For each 
model, a fuselage with a fineness ratio of 12.5, a thin, triangular, 
vertical tail with a constant-chord rudder, and,a thin, unswept, all- 
movable horizontal tail was used. The Wings had anNACA 0005 modified 
section and were equipped with slotted, trailing-edge flaps. Tests of 
the w-kg-fuselage vertical:tail configuration and of the complete 
airplane model-were made for both models. Tests were-made with the 
horizontal tail at each of three vertical locations. The flaps were 
tested as high-lift and lateral-control devices. When mounted on the 

. model having a wing of taper ratio 0.33, the horizontal tail was tested 
as a lateral control by giving the'two surfaces antlsymrnetric deflec- 
tions.- The Reynolds numbers, based on the wing mean aerodynamic chord, 
were approximately 11.4 and 13.0 million for the taper ratios O-,33 
and 0.20 wings, respectively. The Mach number was approximately 0.13. 
No analysis is made of the data presented. 

INTRODUCTION 

The low-speed aerodynamic characteristics of triangular-wing 
airplane models having wings of aspect ratios. 2, 3, and 4 have been 
under investigation in the Ames k-O- by &-foot wind tunnel, and results 
have been reported in references l, 2, and 3: Interest has been 
expressed in the aerodynamic characteristics of these wings when the 
plan form was modified by the removal of the pointed tips. As a result 
of this interest, tests were carried out on the aspect ratios 3 and 4 
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triangular-wing models with the wing plan forms modified to form trape- 
zoidal wings of-aspect ratio 2 and taper ratios ,of 0.2Q and 0.33, c.- 

respectively. 5 
Tests were made to ascertain the effectiveness of a high-lift 

device, two types of lateral controls, and a directional control, using .. 
control-surface deflecttons typical of those used in landing. The - 
horizontal tail was tested in three vertical locations in order to 
determine the. effect of horizontal-tail vertical location on the longi- 
tudinal stability. The wings of both models had slotted, trailing-edge 
flaps which-were tested both as high.:--Aft devices...nd.l&teral controls, -- 
An all-movable horizontal tail was tested as a longitudinal control on 
both models, and as-a lateral control on one of the models. Arudder 
of constant chord was tested as a directLona1 control on one model. 
The data are presented-without analysis to expedite publication. 

NOTATION 

The sign convention for force and moment coefficients, angles, and 
control deflections is shown in figure 1.. All Control deflections are 
measured in a plane perpendicularto the control hinge line. The coef- 
ficients and symbols used in this report are defined as follows: 

a 

b 

bf 

bt 

C 

E 

Cf 

CD 

angle of attack of the wing-chord plane with reference to free 
stream, deg .-- . 

wing span, ft . - ~. -.-A 

flap SF= (W-W am@l.d, ft _~ . . . _ ., . _ _ -:.. ._--- A 

horizontalitail span, ft 

wing chord (measured parallel to wing center line}, ft 

mean aerodynamic chord of wing (measured parallel to wing center 
Lb/z c2ay , ft .- 

line), 
Jb!' c ay 

flap chord (measured parallel to wing center line), ft 

drag coefficient, drag/qS 



t 

Cl 

SL 

Gil 

Cn 

% 

?y 

61 

%? 

A 

%V 

it 

2t 

L/D 

h 

9 

S 

Sf 

sr 

St 

s, 

, 

rolling-moment coefficient,. rolling moment/qSb 

lift coefficient, lift/qS 

pitching-moment coefficient, pitching moment/qSE 

yawing-moment coefficient, yawing moment/qSb 

side-force coefficient, side force/qS 

average of the right and left flap deflections, deg 

difference in deflection between any pafr of control surfaces used 
as lateral controls; positive when left-hand surface has the 
more positive deflection, deg (Subscripts denote the control 
used: f, flaps; t, horizontal tail.) 

rudder deflectLon, deg 

prefix denoting an increment 

average effective downwash angle, deg 

average of the.;right tid left horizontal-tail incfdences relative 
to the wing-chord plane, deg . 

distance from moment center of model to pivot line of horizontal 
tail, ft 

lift-dreg ratio 

wing taper ratio, tip chord/root chord 

free-strew dynamic pressure, lb/sq ft 

ting area, sq f-i; * 

flap area (total movable), sq ft 

rudder area (total movable), sq ft 

horizontal-tail erea (total movable), Sq ft 

vertical-tail area (total exposed), sq ft 
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V 

w 

X 

Y 

Z 

free-stream velocity, ft/sec 

alrplane weight,lb 

-1ongitudLnal coordinate paralleltomodelcenter line, f-t 

lateral coordinate perpendica to plBne of Symmetry, ft 

vertical coordinate perpendicular to wing-chord pm, ft 

DESCRIpTIOEl OF KIDEL 

Drsxings of the complete airplane models are shown in figures 2 

A 

; 

and 3, and pertinent dimensional data are presented in *ble I. Photo- 
graphs of the models as mounted in the Ames 40- by 80-foot wind tunnel 
are shown fn ffgure 4. 

The airfoil sectfons of both wings, taken parallel to the model 
center line, were IWCA 0005 sections m&ified by using a straight-line 
fairing.from the 67-percent-chord station to the trailing edge. A 
further modification to the portion of the wing having a taper ratio 
of 0.20 shown in figure 5 consisted of a smooth f&Wing made necessary - 
because of the construction technique used. The deviation of this m. 
modified fairing from the ectual NACA 0005 profile did not exceed 
O.l-percent chord. ; -- 

The dimensions of the fuselage are given in table I, The fuselage 
was of circular cross section and had a fineness ratio of 12.5. Fuse- . -- 
lage coordinates are given in reference 1. 

The vertfcal tail had a triangular plan form with modified 
_ NACA 0005 airfoil sections (streamwise) and was equipped with a constant- 

chord rudder. The rudder had 8 plain radius. nose and 8 small unsealed 
gap= 

The horizontal tail had 821 unswept plan form and modified Uamond 
airfoil sections. The 0rigina.l section of 5.6-percent thickness was 
modffied by rounding the maxfmum-thickness ridge using a radius of 
curvature of 4.48 chord; the resulting section had a maximum thickness 
of 4.2-percent chord. The three vertical locations of the horizontal 
tail above the extended Wing-chord plane are given in table I. 

The trailing-edge flaps were of the slotted type and were of 
constant chord. Details of the flaps and their path of travel are 
shoq in figure 6. 
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The configurations tested are listed in table II. !&e flaps were 
tested as lateral-control surf&es by deflecting these surfaces anti- 
symmetrically, the deflections being sucperposed on %nitial symPletrical 
settFng8. 

The horizontal tail was tested as a lateral control in the same 
mr; however, tests were made bnfy for the mod&having a wing of 
taper ratio 0.33 because the results were thought to be rkpresentative 
of those which would be obtained by corresponding tests of the model 
having a wing of taper ratio 0.20. Tests were also made with the 
rudder of: the model having a wing of taper ratio'0.33 deflected to 
ascertain rudder effectiveness and to study possible control interac- 
tion between the rudder and horizontal tail when the tail was used 8s 
a lateral control, 

The data were corrected for wind-tunnel-wall effects using the 
method of reference 4. The data were also corrected for Support-strut 
interference. No corrections were applied to the data for possible 
deflection of the control surfaces due to ae rodynamicloadssfnce%hey 
were believed to be negligible. The accuracy of setting of all control- 
surface deflections was within f0.2O. The average Reynolds nlmiber of ' 
the tests, based on the wing mean aerodynamic chord, was 11.4 and 13.0 
million for the taper ratio 0.33 and 0.20 wings, respectively. The 
average test dynamk pressure was 25 pounds per square foot and the 
Mach number was approximately 0.13. 

RESULTS 

The b&sic ezqerimental data obtained are presented in figures 
7 to 19, which are indexed in table II. A center-of-gravity position 
at 25 percent of the mean ae rodpamic chord w&s used as a moment center 
for the data presented in figure 7. For the data presented in the 
rtiinder of the figures, a moment center was selected which would give 
a static margin of 6 percent, [(dC&/dCL) 

CLrO 
=-0.061 for the model with 

control surfaces undeflected and tith the horizontal tail on. The 
center-of-gravity locations used as moment centers are tabulated in 
'table III. 

The increments of lift cpefficfent obtained by deflecting the 
flaps to kO" on the wing-fuselage vertical-tall configurations at zero 
angle of att8ck are plotted in figure 20 against the increments pre- 
dicted by the theory described in reference 5. 
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The trimmed lift and drag characteristics for the models are shown P, - 
in figure 21. The trfmmed data are shown only for the models having 
the horizontal tail in the low posttion, since locating the tail in I' 
either the middle or high positions. results in poor longitudinal stabil- 
ity. Curves of constant gliding and sinking speeds, based on a wing 

-:TT 
1 

loading of 30 pounds per-square foot, are included in the figure. --- r 

The-effect of vertical location of the horizontal tail on the 
longitudinal-stability characteristics of the models with flaps unde-. 
fleeted are s ummarized in figure 22. Figure 23 shows the variation of 
the average effective downwa sh with angle of. attack at the various 
positions of the horizontal tail for the models with-flaps undeflected. 
The downtish variation with angle of-attack with the flaps deflected 
to ho is shown in figure 24 for the low position only. The downwash 
angles were determined from the test data by making the ass=ption that 
for any given tail Lncidence, the intersection of the tsfl-on and the 
tail-off pitching-moment curves indic~ttes the lift-coefficient value at 
which the pitching moment due to the tail is zero; hence, the average 
angle of flow across the tail Is zero. Under this condftion, eav 
equals a.+ it. In order to obtain points of intersection for tail 
incidences other than those tested, a linear varFation of dCm/dit 
was assumed. 

The lateral-control data are S ui@Wfzed in figures 25 to 27. The 
effectiveness of the flaps in producing rolling moment is shown in 
figures 25 and 26. The effectiveness of the horizontal tail as a 
lateral control is shown in figure 27. The results are compared with 
the values obtained from the theory given in reference 6. 

Ir. 

Y 

The increments of C 
b' 

Cn, and-CY per degree of rudder deflection, 
as measured with 8f = 40 , are presented in figure 28. This figure 
also shows the effect of use of the horizontal tail as a lateral-control 
device on the rudder effectiveness. 

Ames Aeronautic&l Laboratory 
National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics 

Moffett Field, Calif. 

--I 

c 
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TABLE I.- DIMENsIONAT,W 

Area, sq ft 
span, ft 
Meanaerodynamic chord, ft 
Aspect ratio 
Sweep, quarter-chord line, deg 

Slotted, trailing-edge flaps 

Fe/s 0.135 0. I.24 
bf/b 0.809 0.778 
Cf/E 0.154 0.139 

Length, ft 
Maxbum diameter, ft 
Fineness ratio 

Vertical tail 

Rudder chord, ft 
Aspect ratio of plan form 

extended to model center line 
Taper ratio 

Horizontal tail 

Low position 
St/S 
btb 
2& 
z/ (b/2) 
Aspect ratio 
Taper ratio 

Wing Taper Ratio 

o-33 

277.8 301.2 
23.56 24.52 
12.77 14-u. 

36%; 45% 

0.189 
0.245 

1.76 

1.0 
0 

0.174 
0.245 

1.76 

1.0 
0 

0.277 
0.782 
1.71-6 

4.: 
0.46 

O-255 
0.751 
l-585 

4.04 

0.20 
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TABI;E I.- DIMENSIONAL DATA - Concluded 

I Horizontal tail (continued) 

Middle position 

St/S 
btb 
h/E 
d (b/2) 
Aspect ratio 
Taper rat10 

I High position 

St/S 
btb 
ZJE 
-z/b/2) 
Aspect ratio 
Taper ratio 

Wing Taper Ratio 

o-33 I 0.20 

0.225 
0.671 
1.682 
0.260’ 

o.;o 

0.335 
0.67i 
l&o3 

"=Z3i 
0.50 

0.207 
0.645 
I.554 
0.259 

4.0 
0.50 

0.207 
0.645 
l-497 
0.516 

4.0 
0.50 

I 
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TABm II.- SUMMARY OF CONFIGURALl!IONS TESTED 
[W, wing; F, fuselage3 V, vertical tail; H, horizontal tail. 

(Subscripts denote horizontal-tail Lodation: L, low; 
M, middle3 H, high)] 

7 U+F+V 0.33, 0.x) 0 0 $0 --- --- 0 -2e26 

0 
8 ?J+F+v+EIL 0.33 00 2 0 0 -M2S 

-10 
U+F+V 0.33 0 0 --- 0 0 

0 
( 9 p 1 0.20 lo lo 1 zn 1 0 1 0 p6 

16 Wm-vML 0.33 iox) -10 0 OW 

u+F+y 0.33 “, 20 --- 0 0 

I 
17 w+F+v+HL 0.20 -6 0 0 

V+F+V 0.20 0 0 

18 U+F+V+EL 0.33 Lo -10 x1 0 --a 

19 U+F+V+HL 0.33 400 -10 lo 10 -2426 

. 

- 

* 

l 

. 
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!l!ABm III.- cTlmER=oF~tiTY ILnmmJDm LocATIm 
FOR !I!5 VARrOus coIummATIoNs 

Tail position 

Low 

Middle 

Hi& 

cente~-of-gravity location 
on fuselage center line 

(fraction E) 

Taper ratio Taper ratio 

0*33 0.20 

0.338 o-369 

93-P .400 

.451 a7 

--is7 

11 

f 

c 
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. 

Note: AIt force and moment coefficients, angles, and control - wfoce deflections E 
are show as positive. 

Figure /. - Sign cvnvention for fwce and moment crrefficients. 
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Figure 2.- Geometric defuiis of hk model wifh the wing of 
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Figure 3.- Geometric details of fhe mode/ with fhe wing of 
fapef mfio 0.20. 
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(a) Model with a wing of taper ratio 0.33. 

Figure 4.- Photograph of the models a8 mounted in the ATIES 
b-by &s-foot wind tunnel. 

v/s ; 

c 

, 

z 
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(II> Model with a wing of taper ratio 0.2'0. 

Figure 4.- Concluded. 
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Area of p/on fwm with 
sections differing 0.1 percent 
or less fern the NACA 0005 
tmodified/ profile. 

Note : At/ dimensions 
ore tn feet 

contour of fuseloge at 
wing-chord plane 

Figure 5.- Areu of wing of taper ratio 0.20 having 
ukfoil secfions deviuting from those used for fhe 
whg of taper futio 0.33 . 
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23560 
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. 

Figure 6.- Defds of the sloffed, ffuii?ng -edge f/ups. 
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Wiig taper ratio, A Wiig taper ratio, A 
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Figure 25.- The kcrements of roh’hg -moment coeffic&nt per dwrwe 
of d/ffercnficl/ flop deffeciioo obtohed &y supermsing a IO0 
oniisymmetric flop deflection on two tifferent fbp seftings for 
the mdef hovihg 0 wing of &per rvt& 033. 2$f, 203 cg., t23381sc’. 
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F&ure 26.- TM hcfemnts of ~mfffhg-numenf twefftkienf per degfee 
of d~ff8fenthl flop defection obtuhed by supef~shg 0 IO0 

an f+ymmetfic flop d9ffi?&on on tivo diffefent ffup setfhgs for 
#he mo&f having a whg of taper mtio 0.20. al,, 205 tq, 0369c’. 
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Figure 26 - Gona’u&d. 
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